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Dear Colleagues, Ladies and Gentlemen,  

 

It gives me great pleasure to welcome you all to the Intercountry Workshop on National 

Reference Laboratory for Tuberculosis Control.  

Tuberculosis control has made good progress in the Eastern Mediterranean Region. Eighteen 

countries have achieved DOTS ALL OVER. Of the other four countries, Pakistan and 

Afghanistan are making remarkable progress with 52% and 54% DOTS coverage respectively, 

while Iraq and Somalia face complex emergency situations. The overall treatment success rate 

was 82% for 2003, however case detection rate is still as low as 32% and this is the main 

challenge facing our region, as well as most of the regions in the world, with regard to reaching 

the global target of 70% case detection rate by 2005. 

Ladies and Gentlemen,  

As all of you know, reaching the global target for 2005 is only the beginning of tuberculosis 

control, not the end of it. We still have to reach the United Nations Millennium Development 

Goal of halting and reversing incidence by 2015. Furthermore we have a longer term goal of 

tuberculosis elimination in the Region by 2050. 
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The Stop Tuberculosis strategic plan for 2002 2005 identified three major approaches to 

address the main challenge of low case detection rate in order to reach the global target. These 

are: to complete DOTS expansion, to ensure high quality DOTS activities, and to involve all 

health care providers in comprehensive DOTS activities. These three approaches need to be 

applied to all elements of DOTS strategy, including laboratory diagnosis of infectious 

tuberculosis cases using sputum smear microscopy as one of the five fundamental elements of 

DOTS. Strengthening laboratory diagnosis of tuberculosis includes: establishing or strengthening 

of the national reference laboratory, expansion of the laboratory network to increase access ibility 

to diagnostic facilities and building or strengthening a quality control system in the laboratories 

to ensure the accuracy of diagnosis. 

The national tuberculosis reference laboratory plays a crucial role in the organization and 

maintenance of the network of tuberculosis laboratories in any country. Some of the important 

functions carried out by the national reference laboratory are: development of guidelines, 

assurance and maintenance of high quality and standardized sputum smear microscopy, training 

of personnel, culture and susceptibility testing and surveillance of anti-tuberculosis drug 

resistance. As a whole the national reference laboratory has the overall responsibility to set and 

maintain the sputum smear microscopy standards in the country.  Unfortunately the technical 

capacity of the national reference laboratory is insufficient in many countries of the Region to 

provide the necessary support for optimal performance of the tuberculosis laboratory network.  

All the tuberculosis programmes must have a well functioning laboratory network to ensure 

correct diagnosis of tuberculosis by sputum smear microscopy and monitoring of anti-

tuberculosis drug resistance. In addition to this the tuberculosis laboratory network plays an 

important role in the follow- up of the effect and results of patient treatment. It also provides 

scientific evidence about the effectiveness of the treatment given to the patient. Finally, applying 

quality control measures is essential to ensure the accuracy of the results of laboratory activities, 

and is vital to validate both the diagnosis and the treatment results.  

This workshop will address all these issues in addition to following up the progress in the 

multidrug resistance surveys. It is expected that the participants from each country will develop a 

clear and detailed work plan at the end of this workshop.   
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Ladies and Gentlemen,  

I hope this workshop will be a useful step for the strengthening of the laboratory services in 

tuberculosis control in the Member States. The knowledge and the skills gained during the 

workshop must be fully utilized and put into practice for this essential component of DOTS.   

I wish you a successful workshop and a very pleasant stay in Cairo. 


